Landau Learner Curriculum Overview
Subject: Economics

Director of Learning:

Year: 12

Curriculum organisation
Students are taught 10 sessions across the fortnight by one member of teaching staff.
What topics will students be studying this year? Includes links to National Curriculum, Curriculum Intent and Prior Related Learning*
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Equipment needed for sessions:



Lever arch folder containing file dividers (assessments to be kept at the front of the
folder)
Scientific calculator with fractional display
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policies
Trial exams
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Students

What can you do to support your child?




How will learning be assessed and progress measured?

Regular in class or home-based formative assessments- two per term per teacher

Two summative assessments as part of their trial exam seasons

Regular opportunities for self-marking

Knowledge based viva (oral) examinations

Term 5:

Encourage them to complete homework tasks to the best of their ability
Encourage them to engage with local, national and international news surrounding
economics
Engage in discussions with them about the real-world applications of economics

Extension and enrichment activities:

Potential trip to places of interest such as Bank of England or Houses of Parliament

Speakers to visit the college focusing on careers within economics

